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special position implied in the law of March. The ascendancy
of this astute Conservative politicians who had been largely
responsible for engineering the fall of Thiers, marks the main
transition from the first to the second of the formative phases of
the Republic. Substantially accepting a Monarchist restora-
tion as out of the question, but resolved to make the Republic
a bulwark of Conservatism in an even stricter sense than Thiers,
he wove his schemes with subtlety and skill, in or out of office,
during the next few years. With a cabinet which Edmund
Burke would have called ecuriously inlaid5, a medley of
Legitimists, Catholics and Right-Centre politicians, Broglie
had to cope with the last and most desperate attempt at Mon-
archist 'fusion5, already described. In every way the first
ministry of Broglie (May-November 1873) saw the confirma-
tion of all the political and constitutional tendencies indicated
above. Only in his second ministry (November 18?3-May 1874)
did the new and significant stage in the evolution of the
Republic begin.
On the day after Chambord's Salzburg letter appeared,
Broglie, according to the Vicomte de Meaux, expounded his
plan to a few close friends. It was to keep Marshal Macmahon
in power as 'the clay rampart5 of the Monarchist majority in
the Assembly, and cto constitute authority by personifying it in
a man in default of a dynasty'. Basing his power on the Right
and Right-Centre, in contrast to Thiers's basis on the Left and
Left-Centre, Broglie planned to shift the emphasis and put
Conservatism first and Monarchy second in priority of pur-
pose.1
The Broglie brand of Conservatism relied ultimately on gain-
ing control of the cadres of administration and the fonctwn-
naires. A score of Republican Prefects were dismissed almost at
once, and replaced by Monarchists or Bonapartists. The Press
was controlled and Republican papers hampered. A law giv-
ing the Government power to nominate the mayor in each
1 Cf. de Meaux: Souvenirs Politiques (1905), p. 184 f. ; Mtmoires
du Due de Broglie in Revue des Deux Mondes, second and third series,
published during 1929. The story is well told in D. Hal6vy: La Re1-
publiqtte des Dues.

